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Abstract: A study was conducted to determine the effect of soil moisture content, dynamic load and wheel slippage in measuring traction. A single wheel test rig was developed to enable fundamental research on traction studies on tropical soil at the department of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering of Federal University of Technology, Akure. This facility consists of a moving carriage with a trolley that moves in either forward or reverse directions on rails well above a soil bin powered by 2.2 kW, three phase induction motor. The present facility set up was able to operate in either towing test mode for tire motion resistance studies or driving test mode for tire net traction and tractive efficiency studies. The test tire on the moving carriage was powered to rotate by a motor with additional pull provided by a cable-pulley mechanism connected to a tower with hanging dead weights. All controls on the moving carriage were activated from the main control console. The developed facility was successfully tested to determine tractive efficiency for narrow wheels at a particular inflation pressure on clay soil. The single wheel test rig facility worked well and the research indicates that wheel load, wheel slippage, soil moisture content and inflation pressure has great effect on traction efficiency. Traction efficiency decreased as the wheel load and wheel slippage increased. The developed single wheel testing facility can perform traction tests in controlled soil conditions to study the effect of soil, tire and moisture parameters on the performance of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Traction is an important study in the behavior of tractive devices (wheels or tracks) in which pneumatic tire is for off road vehicles and hence the study of test rig for single wheel to study traction is of fundamental importance. Research studies indicate that about 20-55% of the energy developed to the drive tractor wheels is wasted on the tire-soil interaction [1]. This energy is not only wasted but the resulting soil compaction created by a portion of this energy may be detrimental to crop production as well [2]. Due to the enormous problems of interaction between the vehicle’s running gears (wheel, tract etc.) and various soil conditions and terrain surfaces, there have been rigorous research efforts to obtain a better understanding of traction studies. Traction properties are influenced by tire parameters, soil condition etc. [3]. Traction properties of a wheel vehicle largely depend on the interaction between the wheel and the ground. Thus, it is essential to analyze this interaction with a view of attaining the best possible use of wheels and tracks under given conditions. The optimal use of a wheel (depending on a criterion we choose) consists of ensuring maximum efficiency of a wheel, not exceeding the permissible values of wheel slip, and obtaining the maximum tractive effort [4]. It is also noted that traction performance of tractors has been a challenging problem for many engineers especially in Nigeria.

More so, the globally increasing demand for food production magnifies the importance of crop yield of farmlands. Consequently, soil-tool interactions should be evaluated comprehensively to achieve this aim since crop yield is a function of farm condition. In the countries with mechanized agriculture, the intensive application of heavier tractors due to increasing farm operations endangers the soil condition of farm through all the forces applied to the ground. Determination of contact area between tire and soil plays an important role on both the intensity of soil compaction and also in the soil-wheel interactions [5]. Tests are conducted either on soil bin found in indoor testing facilities or by performing real field tire testing. Situations where the soil is brought to the tester, have been used to acquire a significant amount of data worldwide [6]

Traction Parameters

Five dimensionless parameters are used to describe tractive performance [7]:

i. Travel Reduction Ration (TRR), commonly called “slip” and expressed in percent.
ii. Net Traction Ration (NTR), sometimes called/weight ration.
iii. Tractive Efficiency (TE)
iv. Gross Traction Ration (GTR)
v. Motion Resistance Ration (MRR).

Travel Reduction Ration (TRR)

\[
TRR = 1 - \frac{Actual\,\,Velocity}{Theoretical\,\,Velocity} = 1 - \frac{v_a}{v_t}
\]
Travel reduction has traditionally been called “slip” or “% slip”, but technically this is incorrect. Slip occurs between surfaces.

**Net Traction Ratio (NTR)**

\[
NTR = \frac{\text{Net Traction}}{\text{Dynamic reaction force}} = \frac{NT}{W_d} \tag{2}
\]

The net traction ratio is sometimes referred to as pull/weight, P.W, dynamic traction ratio, or coefficient of traction. The dynamic reaction force of dynamic weight (Wd) includes the effects of ballast and any weight transfer that may occur in the testing process.

**Tractive Efficiency (TE)**

\[
TE_{(ratio)} = \frac{\text{Output Power}}{\text{Input Power}} = \frac{NT \times Va}{Axle Power} \tag{3}
\]

\[= \frac{NT \frac{Va}{GT \ V_t}}{NT_{(GTR)} \frac{Va}{V_t}} = \left(\frac{NTR}{GTR}\right) \frac{Va}{V_t} \tag{4}
\]

Tractive “inefficiency” is caused by both velocity losses and pull losses. The loss in travel speed is commonly referred to as “slip”, although it is more accurately referred to as “travel reduction”. Travel reduction is the result of the theoretical travel speed (Vt) not being entirely converted to forward progress (Va) due to losses within the soil, between the soil surface and the traction device and within the traction device (hysteresis and tire windup or belt slippage). Travel reduction losses are visible, that is, the operator can see it happening. The other component of tractive “inefficiency”, which is less visible and often overlooked, is a loss of pull (net traction) when motion resistance reduced the amount of gross traction that is converted to useful output (net traction). This is part of what happens when a tractor is over ballasted. Travel reduction is reduced, but motion resistance is increased. Motion resistance losses are especially relevant to belts, as internal losses within the belt drive mechanism, rollers and bending of the belt are normally greater than those within a tire. On soft soils, the internal losses of belts are generally compensated for by lower external motion resistance than that of tires.

**Gross Traction Ratio (GTR)**

\[
GTR = \frac{GT}{W_d} = \frac{T}{rt \times W_d} \tag{5}
\]

Gross traction (GT) is sometimes referred to as rim pull, design drawbar pull, or theoretical pull. It is the axle torque input converted to a pull force. It is the pull you would develop if there were no motion resistance loss.
Gross traction (GT) itself cannot be measured directly and is usually calculated from the axle torque and radius of the wheel or tractive device. The problem is that the correct radius to use is not well defined or directly measurable.

There is no general agreement among traction researchers as to what radius to use and an alternate method of calculating gross traction ratio is preferred using energy or power considerations. From the equations above

\[ GT = \left( \frac{NTR}{T_E} \right) \left( \frac{V_d}{V_r} \right) = \left( \frac{NTR}{T_E} \right) \left( 1 - TRR \right) \]  

Having thus determined the gross traction ratio (GTR), since

\[ GT = \frac{GTR}{W_d} = \frac{T}{rt \cdot W_d} \]  

The effective torque radius (rt) can be calculated by:

\[ rt = \frac{T}{GTR \cdot (W_d)} \]  

**Motion Resistance Ratio (MRR)**

\[ MRR = GTR - NTR \]  

The motion resistance ratio (MRR), sometimes referred to as rolling resistance, includes internal losses within the tractive device (for example, losses within a belt drive or a tire) and soil forces. All "force" losses beyond where the torque is measured are included in motion resistance, for example, gear losses if the torque is not measured directly at the input to the tractive device. An example of this might be use of input drive shaft torque when testing tires using a mechanical front wheel drive mechanism. Rolling losses of bogie wheels of a belt drive mechanism would be another example, as well as the torque required to overcome the bending of a belt.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Characteristics of the Soil that was studied**

The soil used for soil tire interaction in this research work was clay. The physical properties of clay are of extreme importance in soil science. The soil was gotten in Step B area of Federal University of Technology Akure. The soil was tested in the laboratory and confirmed to be clay.

**Characteristics of the wheels that was studied**

- **Brand**: IRC (INOUE RUBBER COMPANY)
- **Front/Rear**: Front, rear
- **Tire size**: 90/90-10
- **Bias/Radial**: Bias Ply
- **Rim size**: 10
- **Tube/Tubeless**: Tubeless
Design of the Tool Carriage

The tool carriage is fabricated using steel and is supported on four pairs of wheel mounting brackets.

The arrangement of the wheels were designed to run on the side railings of the soil bin.

The tool carriage and the soil processing carriage are placed on top of the soil bin for the operations. The tool carriage and soil processing carriage is pulled in either direction by means of rope. The rope is driven by the drive system positioned at one end of the bin. The bin provides rigid support for soil and the carriages. Tool carriage provides mounting and positioning for tools.

Design of the Implement Carriage

The implement carriage was fabricated using rectangular steel and is attached to the tool carriage. The carriage has a coupling recess to enhance the rigid coupling of the wheel. The function of the carriage is twofold;

For mounting traction devices such as traction or towed wheels for testing
For mounting carriage subsystem which in turn carries the toolbar.

Experiment conducted to investigate effect of wheel load and wheel slippage on Traction

Load of various sizes 15, 20, 30 and 40kg were varied on the test rig to study the traction. Two conditions of wheel (inflation 380kPa and 276kPa) were used to study its effect on traction and varying conditions of soil 10% and 8% moisture content respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Preliminary tests indicated that the test rig facility worked well. The processing of the soil was carried out by a trolley powered by 2.2 kW, 3 phase induction motor with reduction gear and the test rig was powered by another 2.2 kW, 3 phase induction motor with reduction gear. The variables recorded for traction test were;

(i) Normal load on the wheel axle
(ii) Tire inflation pressure
(iii) Soil moisture content
(iv) Speed of the wheel
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Result at inflation pressure of 380 kPa and 8% moisture content

![Graph 1: Effect of slippage on tractive efficiency](image1)

![Graph 2: Effect of dynamic load on tractive efficiency](image2)

![Graph 3: Effect of wheel slippage on traction efficiency](image3)
Figures 4 and 5 show the result at wheel inflation pressure of 380 kPa and 8% moisture content. Traction efficiency decreases as wheel slippage and dynamic load increases. Also, Figures 6 and 7 show the result at inflation pressure of 276 kPa and 10% soil moisture content; traction efficiency decreases as wheel slippage and dynamic load increases.

Similarly, reports concerned with tractive performance parameters in the literatures confirm the discovered trends in the investigations of [8],[9], and [10] respectively.

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. An indoor test rig for single wheel to study traction has been developed.
2. The developed single wheel testing facility is able to perform traction tests in controlled soil conditions to study the effect of soil, tire and system parameters on the performance of the tires.
3. The test rig has ease of maneuverability because of its simplicity in construction.
4. The developed test rig is a simple wheeled device, capable of testing of tires 500 mm in diameter and dynamic weight 400 N.
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Sažetak: Studija je urađena kako bi se utvrdio uticaj sadržaja vlage u zemljištu, dinamičkog opterećenja i proklizavanja točkova na merenje sile vuće. Ispitni uređaj sa jednim točkom razvijen je kako bi se omogućilo osnovno istraživanje studija vuće na tropskom zemljištu na Odeljenju za poljoprivredno inženjerstvo i zaštitu životne sredine federalnog Tehnološkog Univerziteta, Akure, Nigerija. Ovaj uređaj ima pokretna kolica koja se kreću u pravcu napred ili unazad na šinama iznad posude (kade) sa uzorkom zemljišta. Kolica dobijaju pogon od trofaznog asinchronog motora snage od 2,2 kW. Sadašnje postavljeno postrojenje može da radi u bilo kojem režimu ispitivanja vuće za studije otpora kretanja pneumatika ili u ispitivanja režima kretanja za studije vuće i efikasnosti točkova uređaja. Testiran točak (pneumatik) na pokretnim kolicima dobija pogon preko remenice i povezan je sa dodatnim mehanizmom za moguću promenu vertikalnog opterećenja sa tegovima. Sve komande na pokretnim kolicima aktiviraju se sa glavne kontrolne konzole.
Razvijeno postrojenje (uređaj) u laboratoriji uspešno je testirano za utvrđivanje vrednosti vučne sile uskih tipova točkova pri određenom pritisku u pneumatiku za uslove glinovitih tipova zemljišta. Postrojenje u laboratorijskim uslovima za ispitivanje sa jednim točkom je dobro funkcionisalo i istraživanje pokazuje da opterećenje točkova, proklizavanje točkova, sadržaj vlage u zemljištu i pritisak u pneumatiku, imaju veliki uticaj na vrednost sile vuče. Efikasnost sile vuče se smanjivala kako se povećavalo opterećenje točkova i klizanje točkova. Razvijeno laboratorijsko postrojenje za ispitivanje sa jednim točkom može da simulira testove vuče u kontrolisanim uslovima zemljišta kako bi se proučio uticaj različitih parametara zemljišta, pneumatika i vlage na performanse sistema.

**Ključne reči:** sadržaj vlage u zemljištu, dinamičko opterećenje, proklizavanje točkova, vuča, pritisak u pneumatiku
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